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Year in numbers

2018 OVERVIEW

1,041 print & online 
clippings

76 Press Trips

6 TV broadcasts
24 Media Relations 

actions

11 markets
Germany, UK, France, Spain, US, 
Canada, Portugal, Netherlands, 

Belgium, Brazil, Greece 

47 destinations

In 2018, the International Media Office focused on further reinforcing the Athens Case, 
aiming to establish the Greek capital among the top European city break destinations, by
showcasing its transformation into a vivid capital with a strong cultural and culinary 
identity. Besides Athens’ promotion as an ideal city break destination, emphasis was given 
to the city’s sporty perspective, by inviting journalists to participate in the Athens Authentic 
Marathon.

Special focus was given on promoting Greece’s lesser-known island and mainland 
destinations, through authentic and off the beaten path experiences, in order to highlight 
that Greece is a year round holiday destination for all types of travellers.

As part of the 2018 strategy to penetrate into new and emerging markets, and in line with 
the annual Marketing Plan, great focus was given on PR actions for US, Canadian and 
Spanish media that brought excellent results in terms of quality and quantity of media. 

2018 OVERVIEW



The Athens Case



Athens in the spotlight

THE ATHENS CASE

The Greek capital has been featured as a thriving travel destination for 2018, as numerous and
prominent international print and online newspapers and magazines, while TV broadcasts
promoted Athens as a destination full of cultural sights to explore and rich culinary treasures
to uncover. Moreover, Athens is featured as a European capital which provides an interesting
combination of classical sights with modern, vibrant and revived neighbourhoods. Last but not
least, the Athens Authentic Marathon has been on the spotlight of international media, as
journalists from UK, Germany and France participated in this unparalleled experience of
running a historical 42klm race.

Principal

Story Angles

• Cultural sights

• City break 
destination

• Athens Authentic 
Marathon

• Modern & hip new 
neighbourhoods

• Gastronomy

Target Markets

• Germany

• Austria

• United Kingdom

• France

• United States

• Canada

• Australia

Press Trips /  Media 
Relations / 
Broadcasts

• Over the year, 34
individual press trips 
were implemented 
in Athens, along with 
10 media relations 
actions and 4 TV 
Broadcasts.

Publicity Results

• A total of 304 print 
and online clippings 
featuring Athens 
were produced in 
2018*

*Some of the articles released in 2018 were the result of press trips that took place in 2017

THE ATHENS CASE



Cultural city break



Brazilian travel show on Athens airs on second network

ATHENS UP CLOSE – BRAZILIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

COVERAGE
• Broadcast
• Audience: 4 million

An episode of popular Brazilian travel
show Viagens Ao Redor Do Mundo
dedicated to Athens’ classic attractions,
new cultural venues, gastronomy and
southern coast was aired on Brazilian
national broadcast network Band TV.
Hosted by Rodrigo Ruas, the programme,
then known as Viagem Cultural, was first
aired in 2016, following a press trip.

“Greece is certainly one of the most beautiful, interesting and diverse countries in the
world in terms of travel. 🌍 Athens, its capital, is considered the cradle of Western
civilization, and houses some of the most important historical monuments on the
planet”

View Facebook video 1
View Facebook video 2

ATHENS UP CLOSE – BRAZILIAN BROADCAST VISIT

https://www.facebook.com/programaviagens/videos/1787691174623169/
https://www.facebook.com/programaviagens/videos/1792010707524549/


CULTURAL CITY BREAK

Prominent media present the capital of culture

CITY BREAK IN ATHENS



CULTURAL CITY BREAK

Prominent media present the capital of culture

CITY BREAK IN ATHENS



CULTURAL CITY BREAK

German media detail Athens’ transformation 

CONTEMPORARY ATHENS



Gastronomy city break



Leading culinary magazines feature Athens as a delicious city

ATHENS GASTRONOMY– UK MEDIA TRIP ATHENS GASTRONOMY



UNIQUE WESTERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITATHENS GASTRONOMY

Austrian media highlight Athens’ gourmet perspective

"The culinary aspect of the capital has changed considerably. In addition to the classic tourist taverns, more
and more trendy and exciting cosmopolitan restaurants are sprouting up like mushrooms. They are innovative
and sophisticated and not at all what one expects from Greece.”



Journalists from Germany, France and the UK, participated in the 36th Athens Authentic Marathon,
experiencing this unique feeling that is bound to inspire body, spirit and mind. The guest media also
explored Athens a sporty city break destination, in a trip that was jointly organised with the Athens-Attica &
Argosaronic Hotels Association.

Athens Authentic Marathon



UNIQUE WESTERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITATHENS AUTHENTIC MARATHON

International media thrilled by the unique Marathon experience

“Panathenaic Stadium, I'm there. Tears rise, my throat tightens. I enter the ancient stadium of white marble and
crowds on a black tarmac. In the U-shaped stands there are noisy spectators. What a finish! Forget the pain, I'm on
cloud nine and I cross the finish line in less than five hours.”



The mainland



Exploring Greek mainland destinations

As part of the International Media Office strategy to showcase lesser-known mainland destinations
& highlight the year round authentic activities, great emphasis was given on the organisation of
tailored press trips to Central & Eastern Macedonia and Thrace and Western Greece, attracting
numerous media around Europe. Moreover, a group of German media visited the Peloponnese and
had the opportunity to explore its rich culture, history and gastronomy.

Principal
Story Angles

• Diverse natural 
landscapes

• Adventure 
activities

• Culture & local 
customs

• Local gastronomy

• Road trips

Target Markets

• Germany

• Austria

• United Kingdom

• France

• Spain

• Belgium

• Netherlands

Press Trips & Media 
Relations

• Over the year, 18 
media participated 
in individual or 
group press trips 
that were 
designed and 
implemented 
across mainland 
destinations

Publicity Results

• In total, 226
clippings, both 
print and online, 
were produced in 
2018* on 
mainland 
destinations

*Some of the articles released in 2018 are the result of press trips that took place in 2017

MAINLAND GREECE



Prominent media reveal mainland Greece’s secret beauties

THE ISLANDSMAINLAND GREECE



Prominent media reveal mainland Greece’s secret beauties

THE ISLANDSMAINLAND GREECE



German & Swiss media praise the liquid gold

MESSINIA OLIVE HARVEST - GERMAN MEDIA VISIT

“A shower of olives is pelting down on me. Through two whirling plastic wheels, the ripe olives fall down as they are
removed from the tree branches by a long pole. They crack under my feet”

MAINLAND GREECE



German media present a land full of history, natural beauty and sports activities 

MESSINIA OLIVE HARVEST - GERMAN MEDIA VISITMAINLAND GREECE

“Around Mount Olympus, one finds the traces of
Alexander the Great. Nevertheless, only a few
tourists visit the region. The road to the gods is
difficult. No wonder that the ancient Greeks
refrained from visiting promiscuous Zeus, his wife
Hera and her children on Mount Olympus. The
almost 3000m tall limestone massif still towers
above the plain of Macedonia. Awe-inspiring."



Peloponnese’s rich history is highlighted in more than 20 German media

MESSINIA OLIVE HARVEST - GERMAN MEDIA VISITGERMAN GROUP PRESS TRIP IN THE PELOPONNESE

“The southwest of the
Peloponnese is
characterized by a
fascinating landscape,
with a rugged coastline
punctuated by wide sandy
beaches and tall
mountains with oak trees
on their lower parts and
black pines and firs
further up”.



The Islands



International media feature dazzling Greek islands

THE ISLANDS

In 2018, emphasis was also given on bringing lesser-known Greek island destinations to the
spotlight, through tailored press trips. The main goal of ever trip was to showcase the authentic
& unique characteristics of each destination through experiential activities, meetings with
locals and off the beaten path experiences. As a result, extended features were published
highlighting destinations such as Andros, Tinos, Amorgos and the Little Cyclades, Alonnisos,
Sifnos, Patmos, Chios, Folegandros, Symi, Ikaria, etc..

Principal 
Story Angles

• Culinary experiences

• Beaches

• Sports activities

• Authentic villages

• Local traditions

Target Markets

• Germany

• United Kingdom

• France

• Spain

• Canada

• Portugal

• China

• Belgium

• United States

Press Trips /  Media 
Relations / Broadcasts

• Over the year, 33 
media participated in 
individual or group 
visits to island 
destinations, along 
with 10 media 
relations actions that 
did not require a visit, 
as well as along with 
4 TV productions 
visited the islands.

Publicity Results

• In total, 502 clippings, 
both print and online, 
were released in 
2018* featuring 
Aegean and Ionian 
Sea islands.

*Some of the articles released in 2018 have resulted from press trips that took place in 2017

THE ISLANDS



Leading French morning show unveils the secrets of Ikaria’s longevity

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

COVERAGE
Broadcast
• Audience: 1,000,000 

viewers/daily broadcast

The most-watched TV morning show in France, Télématin visited Ikaria in order to explore the island’s
gastronomy and report on how fresh and local produce, breathtaking natural landscapes and slow-
paced life make the island one of the Blue Zone regions. During the visit, the journalist witnessed
Ikaria’s slow-paced lifestyle, through hiking in the slops of Atheras mountain, a farm-to-table dining
experience and a dive in the island’s crystal clear waters and thermal springs.

SLOW-PACED LIFE ON IKARIA 

Watch the episode

“Famous above all for its strong winds and its waves, Ikaria
is less known for the beauty of its few secret beaches. And if
life is beautiful and especially long in Ikaria, it is not
necessarily synonymous with idleness”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0PO1lv6Ruc


BBC-RTE travel show “Getaways” dedicates episode to Rhodes

RHODES & SYMI: UK-IRELAND BROADCAST MEDIA VISIT

BBC One Northern Ireland and Irish television
network RTÉ One aired an episode of travel
show Getaways dedicated almost exclusively to
Rhodes and Symi. Presenters of the half-hour
programme, Mairead Ronan and Joe Lindsay,
showcased Rhodes’ old and new town, Lindos
town and its Acropolis, as well as many more
historical attractions.

COVERAGE
Broadcast
• RTÉ One: 335,000 viewers
• BBC One Northern Ireland: 100,000 

viewers 

“On entering into the town from one of its seven gates, it
really feels like you’re stepping back in time”.

RHODES & SYMI: UK-IRELAND BROADCAST MEDIA VISIT



Aegean and Ionian islands are established in the global tourist map

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITTHE ISLANDS



Aegean and Ionian islands are established in the global tourist map

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITTHE ISLANDS



Aegean and Ionian islands are established in the global tourist map

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITTHE ISLANDS



Aegean and Ionian islands are established in the global tourist map

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITTHE ISLANDS



Prominent media presenting the secret Cycladic islands 

UKNOWN ΑNDROS & TINOS – GERMAN MEDIA VISITSPECIAL FOCUS TO UKNOWN ΑNDROS & TINOS



Top – tier German and Swiss media impressed by Alonnisos paradise 

“Poseidon sends his messengers
ahead. Ahead is the green
silhouette of Alonissos on the
horizon, as a group of dolphins
like a reception committee from
the sea, fast welcoming us. The
animals are plowing through the
waves and chasing playfully in a
row. ”

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISITSPORADES ISLANDS

“Life decelerates even as you cross
by ferry towards the Sporades
island…. In the Alonissos National
Maritime Park, all four dolphin
species are still present: the
common dolphin, the bottlenose
dolphin, the striped dolphin and
the round-headed dolphin."

“Alonissos has kept its magic. While most of
the big Aegean islands are dominated by
mass tourism, you can find empty pine
forests and lonely donkey trails leading to
hidden sand bays on Alonissos instead.”



Special Projects



German News Agency DPA



DPA STORY ON KERAMEIKOS - GERMAN MEDIA RELATIONS

German news agency DPA published a story on Kerameikos, written by journalist Patrizia Schlosser,
who outlined why it is a part of Athens that is flourishing. Marketing Greece provided the journalist
with information on the neighbourhood and supplied images that were featured in the
story.

DPA STORY ON KERAMEIKOS

German news agency unravels secrets of neighbourhood 



100 print and online media reproduce story

The article brought the neighbourhood to life,
noting it attracts talented young individuals and
features interesting cultural spaces. It was
reproduced by over 100 print and online
media, among them among them Focus
magazine and the newspapers such as Die Welt,
Berliner Zeitung Online and Aachener
Nachrichten.

Read article Read article Read article Read article Read article

DPA STORY ON KERAMEIKOS

Total Publicity

Print: 40 articles

Circulation:3,849,824

Online: 82 articles 

UVM: 659,702,221

https://www.focus.de/reisen/diverses/tourismus-athens-trend-viertel-kerameikos_id_8531694.html
https://www.merkur.de/reise/athens-trend-viertel-kerameikos-zr-9649302.html
https://web.de/magazine/reise/athens-trend-viertel-kerameikos-32825236
https://www.gmx.net/magazine/reise/athens-trend-viertel-kerameikos-32825236
https://www.tz.de/reise/athens-trend-viertel-kerameikos-zr-9649302.html


New art museum in Athens in 2019

DPA ON ATHENS CULTURE – GERMAN MEDIA RELATIONS

German news agency DPA published an extra
story on Athens, focusing on the Goulandris
New Museum of Contemporary Art. Marketing
Greece provided DPA’s travel editor, Philipp
Laage, with information on the new art
museum ahead of its opening at the start of
2019 with an exhibition of work from Greek and
international artists, from the collection of ship-
owner Basil Goulandris.

Read article

Read article Read article Read article

DPA STORY ON ATHENS CULTURE

Total Publicity

Print: 28 articles

Circulation: 2,174,330

Online: 90 articles 

UVM: 357,281,540

https://www.focus.de/reisen/diverses/tourismus-veranstaltungstipps-im-elsass-in-vilnius-und-am-arlberg_id_8937774.html
https://www.tz.de/reise/veranstaltungstipps-im-elsass-in-vilnius-und-am-arlberg-zr-9873369.html
https://www.merkur.de/reise/veranstaltungstipps-im-elsass-in-vilnius-und-am-arlberg-zr-9873369.html
https://www.tz.de/reise/veranstaltungstipps-im-elsass-in-vilnius-und-am-arlberg-zr-9873369.html


DPA digged into the little Cycladic islands

DPA STORY ON ANDROS & TINOS– GERMAN MEDIA VISIT

The article presented the unknown side of
Andros and Tinos, focusing on gastronomy,
interesting cultural spaces, and people who left
Athens to become successful entrepreneurs on
both islands. It was reproduced by 76 print and
online media, among them Speigel, Focus, TZ-
Online and Münchner Merkur.

Read article Read article Read article Read article

DPA STORY ON ANDROS & TINOS

Total Publicity

Print: 14 articles

Circulation: 1,745,272

Online: 62 articles 

UVM: 381,788,725

http://www.spiegel.de/reise/europa/kykladeninseln-andros-und-tinos-comeback-des-insellebens-a-1209139.html
https://www.focus.de/reisen/diverses/tourismus-kykladen-inseln-andros-und-tinos-in-der-aegaeis_id_8962698.html
https://www.tz.de/reise/kykladen-inseln-andros-und-tinos-in-aegaeis-zr-9887986.html
https://www.tz.de/reise/kykladen-inseln-andros-und-tinos-in-aegaeis-zr-9887986.html


News media agency DPA spreads positive news on Greece

ITB BERLIN 2018

German news media agency DPA released a news
feature on tourism trends ahead of travel trade fair ITB,
noting that Spain and Greece are proving to be the most
popular destinations German travellers are booking this
year. The story, republished by key German media
including Focus and Berliner Zeitung, quotes Greek
Tourism Confederation’s president Yiannis Retsos.

“The tourism phenomenon we see in Greece occurs in a small part
of the country over a short period of time during peak season,”
says Yiannis Retsos, president of the Greek Tourism Confederation.
Despite this, Greece is setting visitor records. In 2017, 3.7 million
Germans visited Greece, representing an increase of 18 percent
compared to the previous year.

ITB BERLIN 2018

Total Publicity

Print: 14 articles

Circulation: 1,199,446

Online: 1 article

UVM: 9,343,387



Focus on the USA



CNN International features Athens in three TV episodes

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

CNN International’s new TV show, Quest’s World of Wonder, which focuses on immersive travel with high-
profile presenter Richard Quest, spent 5 days in Athens meeting larger-than-life characters to dig deep into
the city’s DNA and explain how the city’s past has created a unique fabric that is still evolving today. Three
episodes dedicated to Greece have since been aired, presenting the main historical and modern sights of the
city and upcoming neighborhoods, as well as the Greek capital’s enduring spirit through its interesting
personalities.

FOCUS ON ATHENS – USA BROADCAST VISIT 

COVERAGE
• Broadcast
• Audience: 373,000,000 

households worldwide
• CNN Digital’s 

UVM:200,000,000

View episode 1 View episode 2 View episode 3

“Every good drama needs the perfect
ingredients; grand monuments, classic
characters and undeniable beauty.
Athens has it all.”

https://edition.cnn.com/travel/videos/travel/2018/09/24/quests-world-of-wonder-athens-crisis-olympics-a.cnn
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/videos/travel/2018/09/24/quests-world-of-wonder-athens-syntagma-varoufakis-b.cnn
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/videos/travel/2018/09/24/quests-world-of-wonder-athens-prince-nikolas-c.cnn


ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

Read the online article

US media depict Greece’s unparalleled beauty, history and gastronomy

BREATHTAKING GREECE

“A trip to Greece is one of the 
most iconic and picturesque 
getaways a visitor can 
experience. From the domed 
blue roofs and whitewashed 
houses to maze-like streets, 
colorful verandas and striking 
archeological sites, Greece takes 
travelers back centuries but also 
impresses with modern, 
cosmopolitan touches."

“And then we discovered Corfu.
Being the second largest of the
northwestern Ionian Islands,
Corfu is active all year round. My
husband and I travel for food,
and this island blew us away, in
what we soon discovered to be a
gastronomic pride of place”.

Read the online article

Read the online article

“Nowhere do I feel more inspired and
energized than in the great city of
Athens”

https://grandeurmagazine.com/living/breathtaking-greece/
https://www.goworldtravel.com/honeymoon-corfu-greece/
http://www.fourseasonsmagazine-digital.com/fourseasonsmagazine/issue_1_2018/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=2&folio=106#pg108


Focus on Canada



Travel show dedicates four episodes on Athens

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

COVERAGE
• Broadcast
• Audience: 1,850,000/week 

Évasion, a Canadian specialty TV channel focusing on travel, holiday getaway and adventure worldwide
and its 99 Envies d’ Evasion show aired four 45minutes episodes featuring Athens. The four episodes
which will air for three years in a row are divided in Athenian neighbourhoods and highlight the city’s
culture, gastronomy, habits and customs, as described by insiders.

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST VISIT

View episode 1 View episode 2 View episode 3

“I feel as if I’m going to remember
this moment for the rest of my
life. This is a spiritual moment for
me”.

https://vimeo.com/26013169
https://vimeo.com/261375908
https://vimeo.com/261375908


Canadian magazine hosts blogger’s feature on hip Athens 

LUXURY ATHENS – MEDIA RELATIONS  

COVERAGE
Print
• Circulation: 25,000

Canadian luxury, design and lifestyle magazine Movato Home published
an eight-page luxury travel destination feature on Athens written by
Canadian fashion and lifestyle blogger La Carmina, focusing on lesser-
known city neighbourhoods, street art, ancient attractions and dining out
in the capital.

“Athens also has a hipster side. The city has become a hotbed for artists who hang out
in coffee shops, cocktail bars, and galleries with live DJs”

LUXURY ATHENS 



Focus on Spain



Basque travel cooking show explores the cuisine of Rhodes

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

COVERAGE
Broadcast
• Audience: 

50,000viewers/broadcast

Famous Basque chef and marathon runner Zigor Iturrieta visited Rhodes to participate in the Roads to
Rhodes Marathon and also explored the island’s rich gastronomy. Further to his trip, Txoriene, a leading
cooking TV show of Βasque Public Media Group EiTB, broadcast an hour-long episode, during which
Iturrieta cooked traditional dishes, like beetroot salad with Greek yogurt and yaprakia, the Rhodian
dolmades. He also presented a second hour-long episode showcasing the destination, customs and habits
of Rhodes, as well as outdoor activities, and of course the Roads to Rhodes Marathon.

TASTY RHODES – SPANISH BROADCAST VISIT 

Watch the episode 1 

Watch the episode 2

https://www.eitb.tv/eu/bideoa/txoriene--2017-2018/5914/138248/zigor-iturrieta-menu-greziarra/
https://www.eitb.tv/eu/bideoa/chiloe-lasterka-munduan-2-denboraldia/6136/146677/grezia-rodas-marathon-/


Basque magazine unveils the beauty of Rhodes

ATHENS IN DEPTH – CANADIAN BROADCAST TRIP 

COVERAGE
Print
• Circulation: 120,000

Apart from the two TV shows,
travel and lifestyle magazine, On
magazine, which belongs to EiTB
Group, published a four-page
feature describing Rhodes as a
destination offering delicious local
tastes, numerous cultural
locations and stunning blue
beaches.

RHODES – SPANISH MEDIA VISIT 

Read the article

“We are getting closer to Kamiros. An exceptional city in its time of splendor more than 2,000 years ago, it is
incredible to visit it today”.

https://www.presst.net/subscribers/view_iframe/18014


Leading travel title falls for mainland Greece 

MAGICAL SANTORINI – SPANISH MEDIA VISIT

The online edition of the Spanish Conde Nast Traveler published an extensive feature on mainland
Greece, further to a 15-day road trip that started from Athens and ended in Thessaloniki. The journalist
introduces unknown destinations such as Elati, Pelio, Zagori and Parga, focusing on its flower-filled
hillsides, authentic villages and ancient sites, rich in local delicacies. The journalist published a more
generic feature as well, outlining how Greece “will be one of the destinations to triumph in 2018,
including its vibrant cities, cuisine and hospitality.

“Greece is an amazing country that we barely
know beyond its islands. However, its
mainland, still unexplored for most European
travelers, has jewels that entrap you.”

Read the article
about the road 

trip

MAINLAND GREECE ROAD TRIP 

COVERAGE
Online
• UVM: 1,281,999

“Greece, warm and Mediterranean,
always receives those who visit it
with open arms and much to offer:
exquisite cuisine, unique landscapes,
a mixture of cultures that could only
occur at that point where East meets
West”.

Read the article
about Greece

https://www.traveler.es/experiencias/articulos/viaje-coche-15-dias-grecia/11756
http://www.traveler.es/experiencias/articulos/razones-viajar-grecia/11707


Conde Nast Traveler reveals beauty of mainland Greece

MAINLAND GREECE ROAD TRIP – SPANISH MEDIA VISIT

“Pelion is situated in Thessaly, between the Aegean Sea and the Gulf of
Volos, forming a delightful peninsula completely covered in forest. Both
exuberant and mysterious, in Autumn and Winter a bewitching fog rises
then slowly lifts, revealing the landscape linked with many a legend”.

MAINLAND GREECE ROAD TRIP 

“The landscape is overwhelming. In the middle of a valley, stone giants
rise more than 600 metres above the ground, looking into the eye of the
sun. Atop its summits, challenging gravity and common sense,
monasteries of up to seven centuries old have been erected. We are in
Meteora, one of the most unusual and unforgettable panoramas in the
world” .

“In Pindus National Park, the mountainous massif in Epirus known as
‘the backbone of Greece’, there are 81 small stone villages that time
seems to have overlooked. In the stately towns of Metsovo and Zagori,
which are situated in virgin forestland and feature charming little
bridges and monasteries full of secrets, life passes slowly” .

Read the article

Read the article

Read the article

http://www.traveler.es/naturaleza/galerias/viajar-a-pelion-montana-grecia-central/1831
http://www.traveler.es/naturaleza/galerias/viaje-monasterios-meteora-grecia/1867
http://www.traveler.es/naturaleza/galerias/viajar-a-grecia-montanas-metsovo-zagori/1855/image/94823


Conde Nast Traveler explores Crete’s and Santorini’s hidden gems 

MAGICAL CRETE – SPANISH MEDIA VISIT

“Crete is presented as an island lady, large, forceful, serene in its rhythms of life and generous in its charm, too tanned
by centuries of Minoans, pirate invasions, Venetian, Turkish and even German, to bother to make flourishes to impress
you”.

MAGICAL CRETE AND SANTORINI

“And, as a good Greek, Santorini also has history. Part of it comes after an
ascent on foot through a mountain path of about 40 minutes that will reveal
to you landscapes in which the cobalt blue of the sea, the black sand of its
beaches and the white of the houses dance in harmony.”

Read the article
Watch the video

https://www.traveler.es/naturaleza/articulos/viajar-santorini-que-ver-sin-turistas/13547
https://www.traveler.es/naturaleza/articulos/viajar-santorini-que-ver-sin-turistas/13547


Spanish newspaper explores rich nature and stunning beauty

Top-tier Spanish daily newspaper, La Razon, published a two-page feature, in both print and online,
highlighting the astonishing Meteora and the wonderful monasteries located on the rocks. The feature
also describes the amazing nature of Epirus, focusing on the architecture and rich history of Zagorohoria.
The journalist experienced outdoor activities such as rafting and hiking and visited the picturesque town
of Parga for a dive into the Ionian Sea.

“A serpentine road that crosses the Pindus
mountain range, the natural border
between the region from Thessaly and
Epirus, leads us up to Zagori (Zagorohoria
would be its full name) and its picturesque
mountain villages with history and unique
features”.

UNKNOWN NORTHERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISIT

COVERAGE
Print 
• Circulation: 110,000
Online
• UVM: 15,190,000

PURE EPIRUS & THESSALY 

Read the online article

https://www.larazon.es/viajes/meteora-monasterios-en-el-cielo-KF18957184


Greek Tourism in the spotlight 



UNIQUE WESTERN GREECE – GERMAN MEDIA VISIT

Leading German business newspaper Handelsblatt published an extensive online article exploring the
current tourism landscape in Greece, including quotes from Marketing Greece CEO Ioanna Dretta. While
German tour operators remain optimistic about Greece in 2019, the article outlines concerns that the
upsurge in German visitors may not continue – especially with the Turkey and some North African
countries showing signs of recover. The story was further reproduced in the print version of the
newspaper and in the financial sector of YAHOO Finanzen during December 2018.

GREEK TOURISM’S INSIGHTS

German media outline the upcoming year for Greek tourism sector

"We will only be able to compete with other sun & beach destinations if we develop holidays that go beyond simple 
sun and sea,” she said, stressing the need to a mixture of products, such as gastronomy, leisure and cultural highlights 
to holidaymakers. 

Total Publicity

Print

Circulation: 
127,326

Online

UVM: 73,113,810

Read the online article

https://de.finance.yahoo.com/nachrichten/aufschwung-griechenlands-reisesektor-so-fragil-090237111.html?guccounter=1


Thank you!


